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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"Polonczyk, Alan D." <Alan.Polonczyk@pseg.com>
"'Jeffrey Teator"' <JAT~nrc.gov>
7/31104 7:41PM
RE: please call me

I usually report to work earlier than most, around 18:00 hours. If you need
to meet during work hours that is OK with me. I leave around 06:30 In the
morning, but prefer to not Interfere with end of shift turnover times, or
remain at work after the assigned 12 hours. I do not mind however coming in
on my days off, even for relatively short periods. I five close enough to
not make to much of an inconvenience out of such visits. You will need to
set up such a meeting through Operations management as stated before.

ALPO........

-Original Message-
From: Jeffrey Teator [mailto:JAT~nrc.gov]
Sent Friday, July 30, 2004 7:21 AM
To:. Alan.Polonczyk@pseg.com
Subject: RE: please call me

Mr. Polonczyk, What time will you be coming to work on next Wednesday night
and what time do you finish in the morning - maybe we can meet during your
work hours or before or after work. That Is one option. Another option Is
to meet on one of your days off next week. I probably only need about an
hour of your time and I can come to your residence or I can meet you
somewhere near your residence. If those two options do not work for you -
then I will meet with you on 8/10 or 8/11 during your day shift. Without
getting In to too many apecifies interview you regarding your
knowledge of why/h losed the valve, thus stopping the steam
leak. Please let me know of your availability.

>>> "Polonczyk, Alan D." cAian.Poionczyk~pseg.com> 07/30/04 01:27AM >>>
I am currently working the night shift, rotating with "Bravo" shift.

I am scheduled this week through Monday morning. I will return Wed night
for Thursday, and the next three nights as well (leaving Sunday moming).
The following two weeks, Aug 10th through 13th and Aug 16th through 19th I
should be on Day work. I do not have a phone extension where I can be
contacted, but If you need to have time with me I am sure it can be arranged
through Ops Supervision (try Eric Powell or Joe Sullivan).

If I may ask, what specifically do you want to know. I might better
prepare myself If I had some due to the Information you are seeking.

-Original Message-
From: Jeffrey Teator [malito:JAT@nrc.gov]
Sent Thursday, July 29,2004 4:37 PM
To: Alan.Polonczyk@pseg.com
Subject please call me
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Mr. Polonczyk, I attempted to contact you through the dial in/name spelling
method and was unsuccessful. Anyway, I work rNRC:Ol the Region I
Field Office and need to speak to you about th team valve
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issue. i plan on being at the plant sometime next week and would like to
discuss with you a time and location where we could meet. Please call me at
my office at 610-337-5184, or respond via email. Thanks, Jeff Teator

The information contained in this e-mail, including any attachment(s), is
intended solely for use by the named addressee(s). If you are not the
intended recipient, or a person designated as responsible for delivering
such messages to the intended recipient, you are not authorized to disclose,
copy, distribute or retain this message, In whole or in part, without
written authorization from PSEG. This e-mail may contain proprietary,
confidential or privileged information. If you have received this message in
error, please notify the sender Immediately. This notice Is included in all
e-mail messages leaving PSEG. Thank you for your cooperation.

The information contained in this e-mail, including any attachment(s), is intended solely for use by the
named addressee(s). If you are not the intended recipient, or a person designated as responsible for
delivering such messages to the Intended recipient, you are not authorized to disclose, copy, distribute or
retain this message, in whole or in part, without written authorization from PSEG. This e-mail may contain
proprietary, confidential or privileged information. If you have received this message in error, please notify
the sender immediately. This notice Is Included In all e-mail messages leaving PSEG. Thank you for your
cooperation.


